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SPECIFICATIONSSPECIFICATIONSSPECIFICATIONSSPECIFICATIONSSPECIFICATIONS

Well know and proven flame treating machine, the dubuit 45 is equipped
as standard with tooling to enable treatment of most kinds of
object such as CYLINDRICAL, CONICAL, OVAL and FLAT. Cylindrical
and conical bottles are rotating 6 times in front of 2 tracking
burners. This coupled with our triple row burners, ensures a very high
degree of treatment which is especially important for UV ink printing
but which also ensure excellent adhesion with conventional ink.

TECHNICAL DATATECHNICAL DATATECHNICAL DATATECHNICAL DATATECHNICAL DATA

Power 0.3 kW

Power Supply 380 V. 50 Hz

single phase (standard)
or other per request

Conveyor Speed 15-25 m/min.

Air Consumption 7 to 12 Nm3/H

Gas Consumption 0.4 to 1 Nm3/H

Output Up to 3000 objects/h

Dimension of Machine 1740 x 540 x 1350 mm

SIZE OF OBJECTSSIZE OF OBJECTSSIZE OF OBJECTSSIZE OF OBJECTSSIZE OF OBJECTS

Universal flaming machine for bottles of all shapes. Burner can be
adjusted as per object”s size which maximum height or width of treated
surface is 300 mm and maximum diameter is 350 mm.

DRAWINGDRAWINGDRAWINGDRAWINGDRAWING

 



  

    

SELECTOR SWITCHSELECTOR SWITCHSELECTOR SWITCHSELECTOR SWITCHSELECTOR SWITCH

ON = Turn on electric power supply.

OFF = Turn off electric power supply.

0 = Close solenoid valve (= no gas flows
to gas valves).

1 = OPen solenoid valve (= let gas flows
to gas valves, then adjust gas valves
for proper flame at burners).

2 = Automatic function to open solenoid
valve when press ”ON” switch, and to
close solenoid valve when press ”OFF”
switch.

SET UP PROCEDURESET UP PROCEDURESET UP PROCEDURESET UP PROCEDURESET UP PROCEDURE

1. Close all valves (2 pilot valaves, 2 gas valves, 2 air valves).

2. At ”OFF” switch and ”0” position, turn pilot valve (do one side
first), to open a little gas will flow to pilot tip at burner, lit at
pilot tip for little flame. Do the same on the other pilot valve.

3. At ”OFF” switch and turn selector switch to ”1” position (flame at
pilot tips still lit), then open gas/air valves (of one burner at a time)
by turning gas valve to open a little and following with air valves at
proportional opening, flame will appear on burner. Adjust gas and air
valves for needed flame length (bottles should be close enough for
good flaming but not too close for excessive heat and damage).
Correct gas/air mixture will give deep blue flame. Do the same set up
for the other burner.

4. At ”OFF” switch and turn selector switch to ”2”, this will switch to
automatic function and solenoid valve closes gas/air flowing to
burners but gas/air valves opening setting still exist and pilot tips
still have time.

5. At this stage, when press ”ON” switch machine will run and burners
will automatically lit and give flame as set, when press ”OFF” switch,
machine will stop and flame at burners will disappear (but pilot tips
still have flame). This will save utility during temporary stopping
period.

OPERATION SET UPOPERATION SET UPOPERATION SET UPOPERATION SET UPOPERATION SET UP

 



  

    

6. For dialy off, press ”OFF” switch and close all valves. If do not
want to reset gas/air valves next day, just press ”OFF” switch, close
pilot valves and close gas/air valves at tank and main air line
instead.

 



  

    

INSTALLATIONINSTALLATIONINSTALLATIONINSTALLATIONINSTALLATION

 

A. Connect the electric in electrical cir-
cuit board.

B. Bring cooking gas line to connect at
gas inlet connected to solenoid gas.

C. Air regulator and water filter. Turn
knob to let air supply in and set pres-
sure (normally 4 kg/cm2).

D. Turn on electric power supply by press
selector switch at ”ON”.



  

      

E. Machine Speed Adjustment

1. Motor base is supported with adjust-
able spring-loaded bolt. Adjust spring
cushion effect by fastening the nut, but
not too tight. Do not totally lock the
nut.

2. Loosen the nut, then change conveyor
speed by mean of using another pair of
aligned step pulley slots.

F. Burner Adjustment

1. First, install vertical supports and
burners on left and right swinging arms.

2.Adjust flame of pilot tip at burner by
adjust at pilot valve.



  

      

3. Burner can be adjusted for flame height
by moving the vertical stem up or down,
then lock it.

G. For Cylindrical and Conical Object Adjustment

1. Tapered type mandrels (standard) for
cylindrical bottle flame treatment.

2. For cylindrical and conical flaming,
couplings at bottom of mandrels are
touching with brake lining thus turning
the mandrels. This way objects (cylin-
drical bottles, buckets, drums) are turn-
ing around in front of the flame.

3. For small cylindrical bottles using
tapered type mandrel (standard), the
brake lining will be installed inside (close
to burners). For big cylindrical objects
(buckets, drums), the brake lining will be
installed outside (away from burners).



  

    

H. For Flat Object Adjustment

Infeed end of stainless steel conveyor.
Guides (left and right) can be used if
needed normally for flat bottle flam-
ing.

I. Aluminum shield is being used to pre-
vent accidentally damage from long flame
(during adjusting gas/air mixture) and/
or excessive heat spreading to gas/air
mixture valves, hose, etc.

 



  

    

MACHINE 45 IN DIFFERENT OBJECTMACHINE 45 IN DIFFERENT OBJECTMACHINE 45 IN DIFFERENT OBJECTMACHINE 45 IN DIFFERENT OBJECTMACHINE 45 IN DIFFERENT OBJECT

CYLINDRICAL OBJECTCYLINDRICAL OBJECTCYLINDRICAL OBJECTCYLINDRICAL OBJECTCYLINDRICAL OBJECT

CONICAL OBJECTCONICAL OBJECTCONICAL OBJECTCONICAL OBJECTCONICAL OBJECT

SMALL CYLINDRICAL    LARGE CYLINDRICAL

 



  

    

FLAT OBJECTFLAT OBJECTFLAT OBJECTFLAT OBJECTFLAT OBJECT

         STANDING FLAT OBJECT     LAYING DOWN FLAT OBJECT

 



  

    

ELECTRICAL DIAGRAMELECTRICAL DIAGRAMELECTRICAL DIAGRAMELECTRICAL DIAGRAMELECTRICAL DIAGRAM

Power 0.3 Kw
Power Supply 380 V. 50 Hz

single phase (standard)
or other as per request

 


